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This paper discusses the discourse presuppositions of indeed and correct as response particles. In 
previous work on response particles (e.g., Farkas & Bruce 2010, Farkas & Roelofsen 2016, 
Krifka 2013), much of the focus has been on absolute and relative polarity. But the behavior of 
indeed cannot be predicted based on these concepts, because it is compatible with both positive 
and negative responses, as well as with agreement or disagreement. Rather, I argue that the 
distribution of indeed and correct is best explained in terms of relative epistemic authority. 
Northrup (2014) defines relative epistemic authority as “how qualified a participant is [based on 
his knowledge] to vouch for the truth of the proposition, compared to his interlocutors.” This 
concept forms the basis of his analysis of the Japanese discourse particles yo and ne; yo 
presupposes that the speaker has maximal authority (i.e., that no other participant has more 
authority than him). The concept of relative epistemic authority has also been used to explain the 
distribution of question types and responses in English (Heritage & Raymond 2005). 
I hypothesize that indeed will have the same presuppositions as yo, such that a speaker must have 
equal or greater authority to state p compared to the addressee. Correct presupposes that the 
speaker has greater authority. This hypothesis predicts that the felicity of each response will vary 
with addressee knowledge when speaker knowledge is held constant. I tested this prediction by 
constructing discourses in which the addressees have different evidential bases and then 
gathering felicity judgments for indeed and correct. I found that the prediction was upheld for 
both particles. 

Consider a scenario in which a mother talks to various people about her son’s illness. She has 
more epistemic authority over the diagnosis than the teacher, who does not know his symptoms; 
therefore indeed and correct are licensed in (1). But she has less authority than a doctor who has 
conducted a laboratory test, and neither particle is permitted in (2). 

(1) (SPEAKER > ADDRESSEE) 
Teacher: (Let me guess,) He has strep throat. 
Mother: Indeed./Correct. 

(2) (SPEAKER < ADDRESSEE) 
Doctor: (Based on these lab results,) He has strep throat. 
Mother: #Indeed./ #Correct. 

Note that this is not a question of register or participant roles; even in response to a doctor, the 
mother may use indeed as long as her evidence for p is as good as (3) or better than (4) the 
doctor’s. Correct, on the other hand, requires the speaker to have greater authority (see (3)). 

(3) (SPEAKER = ADDRESSEE) 
Context: The woman measured her child’s temperature at 100ºF using a reliable 
thermometer. The doctor does the same. 
Doctor: He has a fever. 
Mother: Indeed./ #Correct. 

(4) (SPEAKER > ADDRESSEE) 
Context: The doctor knows she is seeing a patient named James at 11:00.  
Doctor: This must be James. 
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Mother: Indeed./ Correct. 
Further judgments on these particles in response to negative initiatives and various question 
types show that correct presupposes agreement with a proposition toward which the addressee 
has expressed bias. In contrast, indeed does not require agreement, nor does it require the 
addressee to show bias or commitment to p. Relative epistemic authority accounts for data such 
as (5), in which indeed is used to disagree with the addressee: Simply put, a speaker is most 
likely to correct someone when they feel they are more authoritative, and it is pragmatically 
useful to signal that greater authority.   

(5) a. John is not the murderer. 
b. Indeed (he is not). [AGREE, -] 
c. ?Indeed he is! [REVERSE, +] 
d. He is indeed the murder! [REVERSE, +] 

The finding that indeed and correct have presuppositions regarding relative epistemic authority 
adds another dimension on which to categorize response particles. Thus far, the most prominent 
work on responses has concerned polarity, which cannot account for indeed’s flexibility in 
responding to positive or negative initiatives, with agreement or disagreement. However, work 
on yes and no will shed light on the at-issue content of indeed. Much like yes and no, indeed 
responds to some proposition that has been highlighted in the preceding context, and is often 
accompanied by a prejacent. The polar response literature’s contributions on propositional 
anaphora will be crucial to determining how the at-issue content of indeed derives from its 
antecedent.  
The concept of relative epistemic authority (Northrup 2014) is critical to understanding the 
distribution of certain response particles in English. Indeed presupposes that the speaker has 
equal or greater epistemic authority relative to the addressee with respect to some proposition p 
mentioned in the preceding context. Correct presupposes greater epistemic authority on the part 
of the speaker, and that the speaker is agreeing with some proposition toward which the hearer 
has expressed bias. This project lays the groundwork for further study of the semantics of non-
polar response particles and their function as discourse anaphors. 
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